Facing Off Against Corruption: Professor Makau Mutua Advises A Top Kenyan Whistle-Blower
FACING OFF AGAINST CORRUPTION

Someone said to him (Githongo) the bullet that was intended for him would also be intended for me.

– Professor Makau Mutua

A longtime friendship recently put UB Law Professor Makau Mutua in the middle of a controversy that has shaken the government of Kenya. Mutua has been serving as legal and political adviser to John Githongo, the African nation’s former anti-graft czar. Githongo’s accusations of government corruption, in the form of fictitious procurement schemes totaling more than $1 billion, have led to the resignations of three senior ministers.

Mutua was in Kenya for a sabbatical year beginning in 2002. “That turned out to be a very fortuitous sabbatical for me,” he said. “I went there intending just to do research, but people kept restating me to participate in the opposition to the long-ruling political party, which was quite a draconian government.”

The opposition won the elections, and Mutua’s friend Githongo became the Kenyan president’s chief anticorruption adviser. But soon, Mutua said, the new government lapsed into unethical “business as usual.” Githongo uncovered evidence fraud that included a contract awarded to a non-existent company to produce passports for Kenya. By mid-2004 Githongo had been transferred out of the state house, Mutua said, and began to fear for his safety. Early in 2005, Githongo fled to London. Mutua met with him there. “He had droves of information – documents as well as hundreds of hours of tapes of very senior officials,” the professor said. “John is not a lawyer, so he asked me, what could be do with this information?"

At the end of two weeks there, we decided to put together a dossier which in effect would be the anatomy of a scandal, putting down the facts, who was involved, when, the amount of money involved, who was being paid, what services were delivered and what were not, all of those things. We produced a 100-page dossier that read like an indictment of the money stolen by these people. I was trying to make sure that what we had would stand up in a court of law.

The result was a media bombshell. Some of Githongo’s tapes were played on the BBC, and the scandal was front-page news in Kenya for almost two months. “Three senior ministers resigned their portfolios, essentially in shame, over this,” Mutua said.

The Kenyan parliament then sent a committee to London in early 2006 and took testimony from Githongo. But, Mutua said, that is as far as the investigation has gone.

The whole system is rigged to protect the perpetrators,” he said. “As far as I am concerned, it is an open-and-shut case of corruption. But they simply will not prosecute.”

There even have been threats to Githongo’s life – and to Mutua’s. “Someone said to him, the bullet that was intended for him would also be intended for me,” Mutua said. Despite those threats, and despite warnings that they should not return to Kenya, “we are thinking of going back sometime early in 2007. My thinking is that we need to put pressure on the government in a year when both President Mwai Kibaki and the country’s parliament will stand for election. I was giving legal advice, but also helping John understand the political landscape,” Mutua said. “For me it has been gratifying, because we were able to put aside our personal friendships with individuals we knew, and who were celebrated human rights defenders, who had turned corrupt.”

“Among those who know Buffalo, it is known as a very special place.”

– Professor James B. Atleson

women workers and children.” The hope, he said, is that the book will be printed and ready for use in the spring semester of 2008.

Many also know Atleson as the heart of the Hot Cargo String Band, a continually changing agglomeration of faculty and students that for better or worse two decades has played for Commencement and other special events. Atleson says Professor David Engel last spring arranged a reunion of a dozen former students, Hot Cargo alumni all, as a surprise for him. “That was just very wonderful,” he says.

But none fear, Atleson reports he has found that Music is not lacking for musicians, and the music will go on.
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“Someone said to him (Githongo) the bullet that was intended for him would also be intended for me.”
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**FACING OFF AGAINST CORRUPTION**

A longtime friendship recent ly put UI Law Professor Makau Mutua in the middle of a controversy that has shocked the government of Kenya. Mutua has been serving as legal and political advisor to John Githongo, the African nation’s former anti-graft czar.

Githongo’s accusations of government corruption, in the form of fictitious procurement schemes totaling more than $1 billion, have led to the resignations of three senior ministers. Mutua was in Kenya for a sabbatical early in 2006. “I went there intending just to do research, but people kept re-cruting me to participate in the opposition to the long-ruling political party, which was quite a draconian government.”

The opposition won the elections, and Mutua’s friend Githongo became the Kenyan president’s chief anti-corruption adviser. But soon, Mutua said, the new government lapsed into unethical “business as usual.” Githongo uncovered evidence fraud that included a contract awarded to a non-existent company to produce passports for Kenya. By mid-2004 Githongo had been transferred out of the state house, Mutua said, and began to fear for his safety. Early in 2005, Githongo fled to London.

Mutua met with him there. “He had droves of information – documents as well as hundreds of hours of tapes of very senior officials,” the professor said. “John is not a lawyer, so he asked me, what could he do with this information? At the end of two weeks there, we decided to put together a dossier, which in effect would be the anatomy of a scandal, putting down the facts, who was involved, when, the amount of a scandal, putting down the facts,” Mutua said.

The result was a media bombshell. Some of Githongo’s tapes were played on the BBC, and the scandal was front-page news in Kenya for almost two months. Three senior ministers resigned their portfolios, essentially in shame over this,” Mutua said. The Kenyan parliament then sent a committee to London in early 2006 and took testimony from Githongo. But, Mutua said, that is as far as the investigation has gone. “The whole system is rigged to protect the perpetrators,” he said. “As far as I am concerned, it is an open-and-shut case of corruption. But they simply will not prosecute.”

There even have been threats to Githongo’s life – and to Mutua’s. “Someone said to him, the bullet that was intended for him would also be intended for me,” Mutua said. Despite those threats, and despite warnings that they should not return to Kenya, “we are thinking of going back sometime early in 2007. My thinking is that we need to put pressure on the government” in a year when both President Mwai Kibaki and the country’s parliament will stand for election.

“I was giving legal advice, but also helping John understand the political land mines,” Mutua said. “For me it has been gratifying, because we were able to put aside our personal friendships with individuals we knew, and who were celebrated human rights defenders, who had turned corrupt.”
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conventions, labor rights under treaties, some litigation in the United States on international rights. I am doing a number of chapters: one on litigation in the United States, one on solidarity efforts by unions across borders, migrant worker rights, and corporate codes of conduct. There are also chapters dealing with

“Among those who know Buffalo, it is known as a very special place.”

– Professor James B. Atleson

women workers and children.” The hope, he said, is that the book will be printed and ready for use in the spring semester of 2008.

Many also know Atleson as the heart of the Hot Cargo String Band, a continually changing agglomeration of faculty and students that for better than two decades has played for Commencement and other special events. Atleson says Professor David Engel last spring arranged a reunion of a dozen former students, Hot Cargo alumni all, as a surprise for him. “That was just very wonderful,” he says.

But never fear. Atleson reports he has found that Munie is not lacking for musicians, and the music will go on.